
 

 

 

 

 

 

Minutes 

 
NPCC FELWG (Firearms and Explosives Working Group) meeting held on  

5 February 2015 in Wakefield, West Yorkshire 

 
Security classification:  Not protectively marked 

Disclosable under FOIA 2000: Yes 

Force/organisation:  Hampshire Constabulary 

Date created:   11 May 2015 

Business Area:   Crime Operations 

Portfolio:   Violence and Public Protection 

Attachments @ paragraphs: 11 

 

 

1. ATTENDANCE 

 

1.1 Present 

 

 CC Andy Marsh, Hampshire (Chair) 

 Mark Groothuis, Hampshire (South East rep) 

 Diane Brocks, PA to CC Marsh, Hampshire 

 Martin Parker, NABIS 

 Jim Jones, Greater Manchester (North West rep) 

 Insp Mike Powter, Met 

 Graham Widdecombe, Home Office 

Fiona Smith, West Yorkshire (North East Rep) 

 Mike Cox, Avon & Somerset (South West rep) 

PC Steve Whyte, Police Scotland 

 Peter Taylor, Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire (East rep) 

Bridget Hodgson, Northamptonshire (East Midlands rep) 

 Helen Rees, Dyfed Powys (Wales rep) 

                Jonathan Cumberbatch, (West Midlands rep) 

Emma Newell, PSNI 

Keith Main, Scottish Government Justice Department 

Dave Coutts, North Yorkshire 

PC Joe Cooke, Devon and Cornwall 

David Mathias, Devon and Cornwall 

Liz Brown, Devon and Cornwall 

 

OPEN SESSION 

 
1.2. WELCOME AND APOLOGIES 

 

 CC Marsh thanked Fiona Smith for hosting the meeting. 

 

 Apologies were received from: 
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 Andy Moorhouse Military Police HQ Germany, Sheila Alexander Home Office, John Gibling Police 

Federation rep England & Wales, Ch Insp Fraser Lamb Police Scotland, Ch Insp Dan Evans. 

 

2. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 

 

2.1 Subject to the following amendment, the minutes of the meeting held on 11 June 2014 were agreed 

as a correct record: 

 

 14.  AIR WEAPONS …..Air Weapons & Licensing (Scotland) Bill was introduced by the 

Scottish Government Cabinet Secretary for Justice on Wednesday 14 May (not 12 May) 

2014….. 

 

 ACTIONS 

 

 Minute No 13.2 Registering Returning Members of British Forces Germany:  

Mark Groothuis to draft a letter from CC Marsh to the CO Germany, confirming the correct protocol is 

for licensing departments to be informed of people returning to the UK, and for those people to apply 

for a temporary permit if they do not already hold a UK certificate.   

 

 Minute No 3.6:  Strategic Leaders’ Meetings:  

 It was agreed that future minutes of Strategic Leaders’ meetings would be published on the intranet.  

CLOSED 

  

 Minute No 5: Possible Vulnerability of Gun Cabinets:  CLOSED 

  

Minute No 7B:  Solitaire: 

This is a briefing to gun clubs and significant members of the licensed community around the risk of 

radicalisation for people who should not be in the possession of firearms.  Those present confirmed 

Solitaire has been rolled out.  CLOSED 

 

Graham Widdecombe said TV channels will not be pursuing at this particular time. CLOSED 

 

Minute No 8:  Oversight of administration of applications and existing/shotguns certificate holders 

who are serving or former offices or employees of a police force: 

This relates to whether serving officers should have a marker on the Police Scotland system to 

highlight they are serving officers and if they are certificate holders.  If a complaint came in, this 

would be flagged up sooner. 

 

A discussion ensued on the need for firearms licensing managers in each force to have active means 

of communicating with their occupational health departments so that that they can be aware of any 

enhanced risks with regards to not only ARV officers but also general certificate licensed holders.  

CLOSED 

 

 Minute No 9:  Measuring Performance of Firearms Licensing Departments: 

 

 This was mentioned both in the Change Management Group and at the National User Group and 

members have been asked to consider it for the next meeting on 25 March.  ONGOING 

 

3. CHAIR’S UPDATES 

 

3.1 FEES 

  

 CC Marsh said the Home Office have been very supported, 70% in favour of a proposed increase in 

fees which should come into effect on or around 6 April.   The Draft SI is being prepared at present. 

 

In Scotland it is under review with an aim of reducing 8 processing centres down to 3.   
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There is agreement for an interim increase with a review in the second stage to full cost recovery.   

 

Discussion ensued on costs and the possible effects on eCommerce.  

 

Emma Newell asked what is deemed enforcement and what is deemed compliance?  A discussion 

ensued.  It is hoped that an index linked annual increase will be built in and then reviewed. Sam Darby 

at the Home Office will be able to assist with any queries. 

 

Action: Emma Newell to email CC Marsh with the issues and questions around fees and to copy CC 

Marsh into any correspondence to the Home Office seeking legal advice. 

  

3.2 eCOMMERCE 

 

26 Forces have signed up in principle to eCommerce.  All eCommerce systems’ work has been done 

through licensing managers, tested by clients and is a good process, would resolve issues around 

consistency and efficiency savings.  Significant hurdle has been reached with the interface of the 

software, with NFLMS.  The Home Office do not have the capacity to look after the software any 

longer and there is uncertainty as to the ownership of NFLMS.   

 

Meetings with commercial people will be undertaken to see if a provider can be found to finish off the 

umbrella work to link with NFLMS to make it a new licensing system.  The return on cost would be 

quick.  A bid has been successful through the Innovation Fund. 

 

Graham Widdecombe confirmed that the Home Office are having to meet the European Directive and 

are tying in with NFLMS and with the S39 requirement.  With regards the question of ownership, 

there is a necessity to have something in statute to meet the Weapons Directive requirement and it is 

not know yet whether or not the new NFLMS would fall under S39.  

 

CC Marsh said there is a concern as to what would happen to forces not signed up if a link is made 

from NFLMS to a digital online solution. 

 

Hampshire is working closely with Dorset, the lead force.  Work is ongoing. 

 

3.3 APP (Authorised Professional Practice) 

 

This item is on the agenda as a reminder that the APP is out there and to remind regions of the good 

guidance that sits within it.   

   

3.4 HMIC 

 

There is a list of forces that should be aware they are being inspected -  GMP, Cumbria, North 

Yorkshire, Durham, West Mercia and Warwickshire, Dyfed Powys, Dorset, Essex, Surrey and Sussex 

and Lincolnshire. 

 

The inspections should be concluded by April 2015.  

 

3.5 ISSUE OF TEMPORARY PERMITS 

 

This item acts as a reminder that the working practice is to look to notify licence holders 12 weeks 

before expiry of their licence, as long as they apply giving 8 weeks notice, the good practice is to issue 

a temporary certificate if it can’t be finalised within 8 weeks.  If the applicant applies late they have to 

take responsibility for ensuring any weapons are lodged with an RFD or another certificate holder if 

the certificate is not renewed prior to its expiry.  Forces need to be consistent in their approach. 

 

Graham Widdecombe said he was aware that one force was requesting late applicants to lodge their 

firearms prior to expiry.    
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Action:  Mark Groothuis will phone the police force concerned to ascertain whether or not they are 

requiring guns to be lodged before expiry of the certificate. 

 

3.6 STRATEGIC LEADERS’ MEETING (27 May 2014) – renamed “FIREARMS GOVERNANCE MEETING” 

 

CC Marsh referred to the following issues raised at the May meeting: 

 

a. Unannounced Visits Initiative 

 

To date there have been 1,254 unannounced visits, 107 found security issues, 63 other issues, 83 

certificate holders received advice, 25 a written warning, 62 are currently under review and 28 had 

been revoked.   

 

This is a valuable initiative and thanked everyone for their help and urged unannounced visits to 

continue as good practice.  

 

 b. Crimestoppers Hotline 

 

The Crimestoppers Hotline was launched briefly and will be replaced with a Gun Safety Security line.  

This will be publicised to shooting communities, families and friends.  More information will be 

circulated nearer the time. 

 

CC Marsh thanked those who had sent information about suicides or shootings that have gone wrong 

and requested the practice be continued.   

 

4. SUITABILITY TO HOLD A SHOTGUN LICENCE – CASE SUMMARY ARTICLE FROM “LEARNING THE 

LESSONS” 

 

Mark Groothuis referred to an IPCC Learning the Lesson and reminded everyone that applicants must 

be given good notice of expiry dates, 12 weeks is the minimum, some forces do 16 weeks, ensure 

doctors’ letters are read on receipt and without delay and where there is cause for concern, acted 

upon.  

 

5. REVIEW OF SECURITY HANDBOOK (Home Office document)   

  

Jim Jones said that the original document was a very good document and mid last year circulated a 

request for anyone to submit proposed changes. The only replies received were from BSSC.   All 

alterations are ready.  The document will then need to be incorporated into the actual document. 

 

Graham Widdecombe said it might not need to go to ministers as it’s on the website at present, Home 

Office would just incorporate the changes. 

 

Users have offered some amendments they would like to see.  CC Marsh asked Jim to look at the 

document to see if in updating it, there needs more explanation with regards significant number of 

guns/security would need to be looked at. 

 

Graham Widdecombe said we would require a sign off from ACPO and the shooting organisations.  

Once all agreed the Home Office would incorporate the changes. 

 

Action:  Jim Jones to review the document to see if in updating it, more explanation is required with 

regards significant number of guns/security and to report back to the next meeting. 

 

6. NATIONAL TRAINING PACKAGE  
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PC Joe Cooke circulated a copy of Proposal for National Training, explaining that currently the course 

is a residential 5 day course.  Looking to professionalise it making the training more consistent and a 

more modular course.  The proposal is in 3 phases: 

 

Stage 1 – someone with no experience 

 

Stage 2 – skills based course 

 

Stage 3 (Annual CPD) – would apply to most experienced FEOs now, to provide evidencing on a yearly 

basis the maintenance of skills learnt initially and those who haven’t been on the course to evidence 

their ongoing competence.  Similar to PIP (Professionalising Investigation Programme). 

 

Being modular, parts of the training can be picked for a particular person.    

 

The course has now evolved to have greater risk management input   

 

Stage 1:  More information required at the start as to the point of firearms licensing, ie to manage risk 

and provide a high quality service to those we deal with.  It also has to be affordable, necessary and 

proportionate.   

 

Discussion ensued on eLearning to be provided through the CoP for general management of risk 

which everyone could undertake, regional training, resourcing being an issue, along with the length of 

the course. 

 

Accreditation is required – PC Joe Cooke to pursue. 

  

The distance learning is necessary but there will be a need for people to get together for hands on as 

well.  Need to develop a delivery mechanism in the North and South. 

 

If a distance learning package is developed, running parallel with be a need to hold continuous 

development events similar to that in Scotland.  Need to consider who this would be aimed at, 

primarily decision makers and firearms licensing managers need exposure to talking through 

scenarios and developments and getting expert speakers in, medical or otherwise.  CC Marsh would 

be happy to attend, if at all possible.  This would be one event in the South and one in the North.  This 

would be a good vehicle in presenting information around domestic abuse, cases, risk management, 

medical issues etc. 

 

Each force likely commit to bring a minimum of 1 person and any other decision-makers that need to 

be exposed to the form of training being proposed. 

 

Action:  PC Joe Cooke to draft a letter for CC Marsh, proposing terms of reference, and refer to the 

HMIC inspection presently underway and what can the CoP offer by way of resource to develop 

distance learning and how can they help. 

 

7.  PND AND INTELLIGENCE CHECKS 

  

Helen Rees presented the paper saying there has been a move away by certain Firearms Licensing 

Departments from the national agreement of carrying out intelligence checks on individuals who are 

transferring out from the force area. This decision has been taken by departments on a national basis 

that PND now will provide the new force with the required information.  Information uploaded from 

individual forces is inconsistent, some carry it out daily some monthly.   

 

The purpose of the paper is for FELWG to reinforce the practice that Forces should not move away 

from the national agreement made by FELWG until such time that an impact assessment can be 

carried out. 
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Action:  CC Marsh to speak with CC Mike Barton to ask how consistent PND is and how much we 

should rely on it and report back to the next meeting. 

 

Proposal is that in the light of inconsistent use of PND forces should maintain the national agreement. 

 

Discussion ensued on PND access. 

 

In order to prevent unforeseeable harm, when an individual moves from one force area to the 

licensing department of another area, good practice would be that the exiting force passes any 

relevant and up to date information on to the new force. 

 

8. NABIS UPDATE 

 

Martin Parker gave the following updates. 

 

a. Wells’ Appeal: 

On being able to use a full 5 ACP for the humane despatch of wild boar, the Judge found firmly that 

the Met had acted entirely appropriately.  The Barrister who appeared for the Met was excellent and 

fully grasped the technical issues.  There were approximately 5 points of law put forward.  Mark 

Groothuis will circulate the judgement. 

 

b. Surrenders not Amnesties: 

Over the last 18 months 42 forces have taken part in firearms surrenders.  There are a total 4,798 

firearms that have been surrendered which have been notified to NaBIS.  

 

c. Recent attacks in France: 

Martin Parker provided an update on questions that had come out of the recent incidents in France. 

 

Action:  Martin Parker to review classification with regards to the MARS rifle. 

 

d. Q: S5 Weapons: 

If licensing officers are handed prohibited weapons they should be submitted to NaBIS as set out in 

the NaBIS guidance. 

 

e.  Law Commissioners: 

 Law Commissioners are reviewing firearms law.  DCC Dave Thompson is looking to co-ordinate a 

response from NaBIS, the NCA etc. Any suggestions and inputs to the Law Commission, should come 

via Dave Coutts. 

 

 Action:  Any suggestions, inputs to be made to into the Law Commission should go via Dave Coutts 

who will coordinate any responses from this group.   

 

f.  Theft of Firearms:  

 NaBIS reported that stolen firearms that go on to be used in criminal shootings, are extremely rare.   

 

 Discussion ensued on used cartridges.  Mark Groothuis will circulate relevant information. 

  

g. NaBIS Review: 

 NaBIS are undergoing a review of what they do and whether additional services should be offered.  

Should NaBIS be offering a classification service which fit the NaBIS criteria an also accreditation.  

 

 Following a governance board meeting next month a further update will be provided. 

 

9. HOME OFFICE UPDATE 

 

Most items have been covered by the agenda in terms of the revised club criteria and deactivations. 
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a.  Law Commission need to feed into the Home Office, who are meeting with the Law Commission 

shortly.  Law Commission will contact forces.  With regards timings, initially a scoping study over next 

12 months.  This will be presented to ministers, before moving onto stage 2.   

 

 b. Reorganisation – two new members of staff have joined. 

 

 c. Computerised records:  Sam Darby circulated a note before Christmas.  Work underway with regards 

a new order which will link in some of the requirements of S39 of the database.  Weapons Directive 

overdue, there will be a new order which will require records to be kept for 20 years.  Discussion 

ensued on the European legislation. 

 

Mark Groothuis wanted to make it very clear that no one in the firearms licensing community want to 

record dealer to dealer transactions. 

 

d.  GPs:  Good progress is being made.   

CC Marsh considers it is proportionate and necessary to require GPs to have a marker as to who has a 

shotgun/firearm and if it’s a choice between a medical check and an enduring marker, the policy of 

this group is for the enduring marker. 

 

Decision going to ministers hopefully this month; next step is to come up with an implementation 

strategy.   

 

10. RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX UPDATE 

  

Dave Coutts gave a presentation on the risk management approach within North Yorkshire.  There 

were a couple of requirements, but all recognise this was an example of good practice around risk 

management. 

 

CC Marsh’s view is that the aim is to tighten up 24/7 monitoring as follows: 

 

• By delivering as tight a system in the shape and form as that being  recommended 

• The medical marker is progressed 

• A push system for PND is developed. 

 

It is hoped to be able to work towards a 10 year licence. 

 

The measures to secure immediate safe handling of weapons needs to be clear. 

 

11. EXPLOSIVES UPDATE  

 

David Mathias Explosives Liaison Officer,  provided the following comprehensive explosives update: 

 

X:\General Meetings\
FELWG - WORKING GROUP\Briefing Papers\05.02.15 FELWG Meeting\Explosives briefing FOR PUBLICATION.doc

W:\Headquarters\
ACPO Secretariat\Administration\General Meetings\FELWG - WORKING GROUP\Briefing Papers\05.02.15 FELWG Meeting\DannyK ELO continuation training Feb2015.pdf

 
 

12. REVISED CLUBS’ CRITERIA 

 

Graham Widdecombe chaired a small working group to look at the approved club criteria.  Changes 

made were minor.   

 

It was suggested that the words “probationary member” should replace the words “full member” 

within the following paragraph: 

 

“Para I 
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The club will inform the police of any application for membership, giving the 

applicant’s full name and address, date and place of birth and the date on which 

they became a full member;  (see notes 1 & 8)” 

 

This was agreed by those present. 

 

Visitors to clubs who are not members and it is not on a guest day, but still attending the club as a 

visitor, must not have access to firearms.   

 

12A  SCOTLAND UPDATES 

 

Keith Main provided the following updates: 

 

a. Scottish referendum: 

 

Cabinet Secretary has been replaced by Michael Matheson.   

 

b.  Training 

 

 The pilot for the three day FEO course was held on 13-15 January;  audience was a mix of firearms 

licensing managers, existing FEOs, divisional coordination unit sergeants and police officers with no 

previous firearms experience.  This training will be delivered throughout Scotland to approx 220 

police officers and members of police staff.  Only offices and staff who have attended will be allowed 

to undertake future firearms enquiries. Staff at the Scottish Police College is seeking to accredit the 

course. 

 

A CPD event took place in November attended by approx 150 delegates.  Well received.  Another due 

in November 2016. 

 

c.  Reform of Police Service in Scotland 

 

CC Marsh asked for an evaluation on what Scotland saved through collaboration, in order to 

benchmark it against what has been done in England and Wales. 

 

Action:  Insp Fraser Lamb/PC Steve Whyte will provide a Licensing Air Weapons update at the next 

meeting; also to provide an update on any savings that have been made through collaboration. 

 

d.  One Joule Limit 

 

Discussion ensued on One Dual Limit being embedded into legislation.   

 

e.  Shogun 

 

Shogun was rolled out nationally on 20 October and is now the only ICT system used for firearms 

licensing matters in Scotland.   

 

f.  Appeal Steven Lomax v the CC, the Police Service of Scotland 

 

 The Judgement was circulated. 

 

g.  Air Weapons 

 

 The Air Weapons and Licensing (Scotland) Bill is making its way via the committee stage.  It is likely 

that the Bill, if it is successful in its journey through the Scottish Parliament will be enacted during 

2016.  Planning will begin in the spring 2015 for the hand in period and the licensing regime. 
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h.  Standard paragraph within Standard Prosecution Reports in respect of Certificate Holders 

 

This relates to the matter of the Procurators Fiscal not proceeding in cases involving certificate 

holders. The matter is being taken to the Law Officers.  The standard inclusion of a paragraph in the 

police report is an operational decision and this is now being progressed nationally in Scotland via 

Criminal Justice. 

 

13. FIREARMS DEACTIVATED TO A NON UK STANDARD 

 

Martin Parker summarised the issues by saying that if someone has a deactivated firearm there is 

nothing in the legislation saying it has to be deactivated in accordance with the 88 Act.  It is being 

suggested to the Home Office that there is legislation which says it is an offence to import, purchase, 

sell, hire, lease, lend, gift etc, any deactivated firearm unless its bears a valid stamp confirming it has 

been deactivated in accordance with S8 Firearms Amendment Act 1988. 

 

This group was in favour of legislation. 

  

14. ANY OTHER BUSINESS  

  

a. Helen Rees:  Websites 

 

 Forces to ensure that websites are up to date. 

 

b. Helen Rees:  Consolidated Act 

 

This act is a document owned by this group and had been circulated for review in terms of accuracy.   

 

All agreed the document can be circulated wider to firearms licensing  

Officers and for the work to be continued. 

 

15.  DATE AND VENUE OF NEXT MEETING 

  

Mike Cox from Bristol kindly offered to host the next meeting in Bristol.  Dates to follow but looking to 

hold the meeting in September. 

 

 There being no further business, CC Marsh thanked everyone for attending.  The meeting concluded 

at 2pm. 
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